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Abstract
The independent domination number of a graph G, denoted i(G), is the minimum cardinality of
a maximal independent set of G. A maximal independent set of cardinality i(G) in G we call an
i(G)-set. In this paper we provide a constructive characterization of trees G that have two disjoint
i(G)-sets.
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1. Introduction
Domination and its variations in graphs are now well studied, and the literature on this
subject is surveyed in [3,4]. Let G = (V ,E) be a simple undirected graph. A set S ⊆ V is
a dominating set of G if every vertex in V \S is adjacent to a vertex of S. The independent
domination number ofG (also called the lower independence number), denoted i(G), is the
minimum cardinality of an independent dominating set of G (or equivalently, the minimum
cardinality of a maximal independent set). We denote an independent dominating set(s) as
IDS. A maximal independent set of cardinality i(G) we call an i(G)-set.
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Bange et al. [1] provide a constructive characterization of trees that have two disjoint
minimumdominating sets. Our aim in this paper is to provide a constructive characterization
of trees T that have two disjoint i(T )-sets.
For notation and graph theory terminology we in general follow [3]. Speciﬁcally, let
G = (V ,E) be a graph with vertex set V of order n and edge set E, and let v be a vertex in
V. The open neighborhood of v is N(v) = {u ∈ V |uv ∈ E} and the closed neighborhood
of v is N [v] = {v} ∪ N(v). For a set S ⊆ V , its open neighborhood N(S) =⋃v∈S N(v)
and its closed neighborhood N [S] = N(S) ∪ S. A vertex w ∈ V \S is an external private
neighbor of v (with respect to S) if N(w) ∩ S = {v}; and the external private neighbor set
of v with respect to S, denoted epn(v, S), is the set of all external private neighbors of v.
For ease of presentation, we mostly consider rooted trees. For a vertex v in a (rooted)
tree T, we let C(v) denote the set of children of v, and we denote by Tv the subtree of T
induced by v and its descendants. A path of order n we denote by Pn. A leaf of T is a vertex
of degree 1, while a support vertex of T is a vertex adjacent to a leaf.
2. Preliminary results
Our aim in this section is to establish some preliminary results that we will need later
when proving our main result. We call a vertex v in a tree T a type-I vertex if i(T −v)= i(T )
and a type-II vertex if i(T − v) = i(T ) − 1.
Lemma 1. If a tree T has two disjoint i(T )-sets, then every vertex of T is a type-I vertex or
a type-II vertex. Further, if v ∈ V (T ) and there is an i(T − v)-set that contains a neighbor
of v, then v is a type-I vertex.
Proof. Let v be a vertex of T. It sufﬁces to show that i(T )− 1 i(T − v) i(T ). Let X and
Y be two disjoint i(T )-sets. Without loss of generality, v /∈X. Thus, X is an IDS of T − v,
and so i(T − v) |X| = i(T ). On the other hand, let S be an i(T − v)-set. If v is dominated
by S, then S is also an IDS of T, and so i(T ) |S| = i(T − v); otherwise, S ∪ {v} is an IDS
of T, whence i(T ) |S ∪ {v}| = i(T − v) + 1. 
Lemma 2. There is no edge joining type-II vertices in a tree.
Proof. Let T be a tree and assume there is an edge joining two type-II vertices u and v of T.
Let Su be an i(T −u)-set and Sv an i(T − v)-set. Then, |Su| = i(T )− 1 and N [u] ∩ Su =∅
(for otherwise, Su would be an IDS of T of cardinality i(T ) − 1, which is impossible).
Similarly, |Sv| = i(T ) − 1 and N [v] ∩ Sv = ∅. Let T1 and T2 be the two components of
T − uv, where u ∈ V (T1). For i = 1, 2, let Siu = Su ∩V (Ti) and Siv = Sv ∩V (Ti). Then, S1v
is an IDS of T1 not containing u, and S2u is an IDS of T2 not containing v, and so S1v ∪ S2u
is an IDS of T. Thus, i(T ) |S1v | + |S2u|. Hence, |S1u| + |S2v | = |Su\S2u| + |Sv\S1v | = |Su| +
|Sv| − (|S1v | + |S2u|) i(T ) − 2. Now, S1u is an IDS of T1 − u that contains no neighbor of
u, while S2v is an IDS of T2 − v that contains no neighbor of v. It follows that S1u ∪ S2v ∪ {u}
is an ITD of T of cardinality at most i(T ) − 1, a contradiction. Therefore, there is no edge
joining u and v, as claimed. 
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3. Labelings
The key to our constructive characterization of trees with two disjoint minimum IDS
is to ﬁnd a labeling of the vertices that indicates the roles each vertex plays in the IDS.
This idea of labeling the vertices is exploited in [2], where trees with equal domination and
independent domination numbers are characterized as are trees with equal domination and
total domination numbers.
By aweak partition of a setwemean a partition of the set inwhich some of the subsetsmay
be empty. We deﬁne an i-labeling of a tree T = (V ,E) as a weak partition S= (SA, SB, SC)
of V such that SA and SB are both i(T )-sets. We will refer to such a pair (T , S) as an i-tree.
The label or status of a vertex v, denoted sta(v), is the letter x ∈ {A,B,C} such that v ∈ Sx .
Lemma 3. A tree T has two disjoint i(T )-sets if and only if it has an i-labeling.
Proof. SupposeT has an i-labeling. Then,T has twodisjoint i(T )-sets by deﬁnition (namely,
the sets SA and SB ). Suppose T has two disjoint i(T )-sets X and Y. Then an i-labeling of T
is given by SA = X, SB = Y , and SC = V (T )\(SA ∪ SB). 
In order to constructively characterize trees with two disjoint minimum IDS, it sufﬁces,
by Lemma 3, to constructively characterize trees that have an i-labeling.
4. Building i-trees
We describe a procedure to build i-trees. Let I be the minimum family of labeled trees
that containsK2 with one leaf labeled A and the other labeled B, and is closed under the ﬁve
operationsTj (j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) listed below, which extend the tree T ′ by attaching a tree
to the vertex y or to the vertices y1 and y2 in T ′, called the attachers. In all ﬁve operations,
let X ∈ {A,B}, and let X = {A,B}\X. (These operations are illustrated in Fig. 1, where
∗ indicates that the attacher must be a type-1 vertex in T ′ and where + indicates that the
attacher y in T ′ is such that epn(y, SX) = ∅.)
• OperationT1. Assume y1 and y2 are adjacent vertices such that sta(y1)=X, sta(y2)=X,
and both y1 and y2 are type-I vertices. Add two vertices x1 and x2, and the edges x1y1
and x2y2. Let sta(x1) = X and sta(x2) = X.
• OperationT2. Assume sta(y) ∈ {X,C} and y is a type-I vertex. Add a path x,w and
the edge xy. Let sta(x) = X and sta(w) = X.
• OperationT3. Assume sta(y)=X. Add a path x,w, z and the edge xy. Let sta(x)=C,
sta(w) = X and sta(z) = X.
• OperationT4. Assume sta(y)=X and epn(y, SX)=∅. Add a path x,w, z and the edge
xy. Change the status of y from status X to status C, and let sta(x) = X, sta(w) = X and
sta(z) = X.
• OperationT5. Assume sta(y)=C. Add a path v, u, x,w, z and the edge xy. Let sta(x)=
C, sta(u) = sta(z) = X, sta(v) = sta(w) = X.
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Fig. 1. The ﬁve operations.
We show that this procedure does indeed build i-trees. For this purpose, we ﬁrst present
four observations.
Observation 4. Let T ′ be a tree, and let y1 and y2 be two adjacent vertices in T ′ at least
one of which belongs to some i(T ′)-set. Let T be obtained from T ′ by adding two vertices
x1 and x2 and the edges x1y1 and x2y2. Then, i(T ) = i(T ′) + 1.
Proof. Any i(T ′)-set that contains either y1 or y2 can be extended to an IDSofT by adding to
it either the vertex x2 or the vertex x1, respectively, and so i(T ) i(T ′)+1. Hence it sufﬁces
to show that i(T ′) i(T )−1. Let I be an i(T )-set, and I ′=I∩V (T ′). Then, |I∩{x1, x2}|1,
and so |I ′| |I | − 1. If I ′ is an IDS of T ′, then i(T ′) |I ′| |I | − 1 = i(T ) − 1. On the
other hand, suppose that I ′ is not an IDS of T ′. Then, {x1, x2} ⊂ I and I ∩ N [y1] = {x1}
or I ∩ N [y2] = {x2}. Renaming vertices if necessary, we may assume I ∩ N [y1] = {x1}.
Then, I ′ ∪ {y1} is an IDS of T ′,and so i(T ′) |I ′| + 1 = |I | − 1 = i(T )− 1. In both cases,
i(T ′) i(T ) − 1, as desired. 
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Observation 5. Let T ′ be a nontrivial tree, and let y be a type-I vertex of T ′. Let T be
obtained from T ′ by adding a path x,w and the edge xy. Then, i(T ) = i(T ′) + 1.
Proof. Any i(T ′)-set can be extended to an IDS of T by adding to it the vertex w, and
so i(T ) i(T ′) + 1. Hence it sufﬁces to show that i(T ′) i(T ) − 1. Let I be an i(T )-
set and I ′ = I ∩ V (T ′). Then, |I ∩ {x,w}| = 1, and so |I ′| = |I | − 1. If I ′ is an IDS
of T ′, then i(T ′) |I ′| = |I | − 1 = i(T ) − 1. On the other hand, suppose that I ′ is
not an IDS of T ′. Then, I ′ is an IDS of T ′ − y, and so since y is a type-I vertex of
T ′, i(T ′) = i(T ′ − y) |I ′| = |I | − 1 = i(T ) − 1. In both cases, i(T ′) i(T ) − 1, as
desired. 
Observation 6. Let T ′ be a tree, and let y be a vertex of T ′. Let T be obtained from T ′ by
adding a path x,w, z and the edge xy. Then, i(T ) = i(T ′) + 1.
Proof. Any i(T ′)-set can be extended to an IDS of T by adding to it the vertex w, and
so i(T ) i(T ′) + 1. Hence it sufﬁces to show that i(T ′) i(T ) − 1. Let I be an i(T )-
set and I ′ = I ∩ V (T ′). If x /∈ I , then |I ′| = |I | − 1 and I ′ is an IDS of T ′, whence
i(T ′) |I ′| = |I | − 1 = i(T ) − 1. On the other hand, suppose that x ∈ I . Then, z ∈ I and
|I ′| = |I | − 2. If I ′ is an IDS of T ′, then (I\{x, z}) ∪ {w} is an IDS of T of cardinality
i(T ) − 1, a contradiction. Hence, I ′ is not an IDS of T ′; that is, I ′ is an IDS of T ′ − y and
I ∩N [y]= {x}. Thus, I ′ ∪ {y} is an IDS of T ′, and so i(T ′) |I ′| + 1=|I |− 1= i(T )− 1.
In both cases, i(T ′) i(T ) − 1, as desired. 
Observation 7. Let T ′ be a tree, and let y be a vertex of T ′. Let T be obtained from T ′ by
adding a path v, u, x,w, z and the edge xy. Then, i(T ) = i(T ′) + 2.
Proof. Any i(T ′)-set can be extended to an IDS of T by adding to it the set {u,w}, and
so i(T ) i(T ′) + 2. Hence it sufﬁces to show that i(T ′) i(T ) − 2. Let I be an i(T )-
set and I ′ = I ∩ V (T ′). If x /∈ I , then |I ′| = |I | − 2 and I ′ is an IDS of T ′, whence
i(T ′) |I ′| = |I | − 2 = i(T ) − 2. On the other hand, suppose that x ∈ I . Then, {v, z} ⊂ I
and |I ′|=|I |−3. If I ′ is an IDS of T ′, then (I\{v, x, z})∪{u,w} is an IDS ofT of cardinality
i(T ) − 1, a contradiction. Hence, I ′ is not an IDS of T ′; that is, I ′ is an IDS of T ′ − y and
I ∩N [y]= {x}. Thus, I ′ ∪ {y} is an IDS of T ′, and so i(T ′) |I ′| + 1=|I |− 2= i(T )− 2.
In both cases, i(T ′) i(T ) − 2, as desired. 
We are now in a position to present our main result of this section.
Lemma 8. Every element of I is an i-tree.
Proof. The proof that (T , S) ∈ I is an i-tree is by induction on the lengthm of the sequence
of trees needed to build the tree T. If m = 1, then T = K2 with one leaf labeled A and the
other labeled B, and so the pair (T , S) is an i-tree. This establishes the base case. Assume,
then, that the result holds for all trees inI that can be constructed from a sequence of fewer
than m trees, where m2. Let (T , S) ∈ I be obtained from a sequence T1, T2, . . . , Tm of
m trees. For notational convenience, we denote Tm−1 simply by T ′.
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Suppose ﬁrst that T is obtained from T ′ by operation T4. Let y be the attacher in T ′,
and let x,w, z be the path added to T ′ and xy the edge added to T ′. By symmetry, we may
assume that sta(x) = A (an identical argument works when sta(x) = B). Hence in the tree
T, sta(y) = C, sta(w) = B and sta(z) = A, while in the tree T ′, sta(y) = A and the status
of all other vertices of T ′ is the same as their status in T. Let D = (DA,DB,DC), where
DA = (SA\{x, z}) ∪ {y}, DB = SB\{w}, and DC = SC\{y}. By the inductive hypothesis,
(T ′,D) is an i-tree, and so D is a weak partition of V (T ′) such that DA and DB are both
i(T ′)-sets with |DA| = |SA| − 1 and |DB | = |SB | − 1. By Observation 6, i(T )= i(T ′)+ 1.
The set SB is an IDS of T, and so SB is an i(T )-set. By our choice of the attacher y, the set
SA is an IDS of T, and so SA is an i(T )-set. Hence both SA and SB are i(T )-sets, as desired.
Suppose secondly that T is not obtained from T ′ by operation T4. In the remaining
part of the proof, we denote the restriction of S to T ′ by S′. By the inductive hypothesis,
(T ′, S′) is an i-tree. For u ∈ {A,B,C}, let S′u = Su ∩ V (T ′). Since (T ′, S′) is an i-tree,
S′ = (S′A, S′B, S′C) is a weak partition of V (T ′) such that S′A and S′B are both i(T ′)-sets.
We now show that regardless of which of the four operationsTj (j = 1, 2, 3, 5) is used to
build (T , S) from (T ′, S′), the pair (T , S) is an i-tree.
Suppose T is obtained from T ′ by operation T1. Let y1 and y2 be the two attachers,
where y1 and y2 are adjacent type-I vertices. Let x1 and x2 be the two added vertices,
and x1y1 and x2y2 the two added edges. By symmetry, we may assume that sta(y1) = A,
and so sta(y2) = B. Thus, S′A = SA\{x2}, S′B = SB\{x1}, and S′C = SC . By Observation
4, i(T ) = i(T ′) + 1. Thus since SA and SB are both IDS of T with |SA| = |S′A| + 1 and|SB | = |S′B | + 1, both SA and SB are i(T )-sets, as desired.
Suppose T is obtained from T ′ by operationT2. Let y be the attacher in T ′, and let x,w
be the path added to T ′ and xy the edge added to T ′. By symmetry, we may assume that
sta(y) ∈ {A,C} (and so sta(x) = B and sta(w) = A). Thus, S′A = SA\{w}, S′B = SB\{x},
and S′C = SC . By Observation 5, i(T ) = i(T ′) + 1. Thus since SA and SB are both IDS of
T with |SA| = |S′A| + 1 and |SB | = |S′B | + 1, both SA and SB are i(T )-sets, as desired.
SupposeT is obtained from T ′ by operationT3. Let y be the attacher in T ′, and let x,w, z
be the path added to T ′ and xy the edge added to T ′. By symmetry, we may assume that
sta(y)=A (and so sta(x)=C, sta(w)=B and sta(z)=A). Thus, S′A=SA\{z}, S′B =SB\{w},
and S′C = SC\{x}. By Observation 6, i(T )= i(T ′)+ 1. Thus since SA and SB are both IDS
of T with |SA| = |S′A| + 1 and |SB | = |S′B | + 1, both SA and SB are i(T )-sets, as desired.
Suppose T is obtained from T ′ by operation T5. Let y be the attacher in T ′ (of status
C), and let v, u, x,w, z be the path added to T ′ and xy the edge added to T ′ (and so,
sta(x)=C). By symmetry, we may assume that sta(v)=A (and so sta(u)=B, sta(w)=A
and sta(z)=B). Thus, S′A =SA\{v,w}, S′B =SB\{u, z}, and S′C =SC\{x}. By Observation
7, i(T ) = i(T ′) + 2. Thus since SA and SB are both IDS of T with |SA| = |S′A| + 2 and|SB | = |S′B | + 2, both SA and SB are i(T )-sets, as desired. 
5. Main result
We shall prove:
Theorem 9. A labeled tree (T , S) is an i-tree if and only if (T , S) ∈ I.
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As an immediate consequence of Lemma 3 and Theorem 9, we have our main result.
Theorem 10. The trees T with two disjoint i(T )-sets are precisely those trees T such that
(T , S) ∈ I for some labeling S.
Let P be the subfamily of labeled trees in I that contains K2 with one leaf labeled A
and the other labeled B, and is closed under the two operationsT1 andT2. As a further
immediate consequence ofLemma3 andTheorem9,wehave a constructive characterization
of trees T whose vertex set can be partitioned into two i(T )-sets.
Corollary 11. The trees T whose vertex set can be partitioned into two i(T )-sets are pre-
cisely those trees T such that (T , S) ∈ P for some labeling S.
5.1. Proof of Theorem 9
The sufﬁciency follows from Lemma 8. To prove the necessity, we proceed by induction
on the order n2 of an i-tree (T , S). If n = 2, then T = K2 and S labels one vertex A and
the other B. Thus, (T , S) ∈ I establishing the base case. Assume then that n3 and that
for any tree T ′ of order less than n that has an i-labeling S′, (T ′, S′) ∈ I. Let T = (V ,E)
be a tree of order n and (T , S) be an i-tree. We show that (T , S) ∈ I.
In what follows, let X ∈ {A,B} and X = {A,B}\X. If T ′ is a subtree of T, we let S′ be
the restriction of S to T ′. Further for u ∈ {A,B,C}, we let S′u = Su ∩ V (T ′). We will need
the following observation.
Observation 12. A leaf has status X and is adjacent to a vertex of status X. Every support
vertex is a type-I vertex.
Proof. Since (T , S) is an i-tree, every vertex is dominated by both SA and SB . Hence, every
leaf has status X and is adjacent to a vertex of status X. Further for any support vertex v,
every i(T − v)-set contains all the leaf neighbors of v, and therefore, by Lemma 1, v is a
type-I vertex. 
We return to the proof of Theorem 9. Since no star T with order 3 or more has disjoint
i(T )-sets, diam(T )3. Let T be rooted at a leaf r of a longest path, and let z denote the
other leaf on this path. Let y denote the parent of z, x the parent of y, and w the parent of x.
Since T has two disjoint IDS, Lemma 1 implies that every vertex in T is a type-I or a type-II
vertex. Moreover, since y is in an i(T − x)-set, Lemma 1 implies that x is a type-I vertex.
By Observation 12, every leaf has status A or B. Without loss of generality, we may assume
sta(z) = A, and hence from Observation 12, sta(y) = B and y is a type-I vertex in T. We
consider two possibilities.
Case 1. A leaf at maximum distance from r is a type-I vertex. We may assume that
z is such a leaf. Since SB is an independent set, no neighbor of y has status B. If a
neighbor of y different from z has status A, then SA\{z} is an IDS of T − z of cardi-
nality i(T ) − 1, contradicting the fact that z is a type-I vertex. Hence, SA ∩ N [y] =
{z}. By our choice of y, every child of y is a leaf. Then Observation 12 implies that
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deg(y)= 2 and sta(x)=C. Since SA dominates V, the vertex x has at least one neighbor of
status A.
Suppose deg(x)= 2. Then, sta(w)=A. Let T ′ = T −V (Tx). By Observation 6, i(T ′)=
i(T ) − 1, and hence S′A and S′B are i(T ′)-sets. Then, (T ′, S′) is an i-tree. By the inductive
hypothesis, (T ′, S′) ∈ I. Thus, (T ′, S′) ∈ I can be extended to (T , S) by using the
operationT3.
Suppose deg(x)3. Let y′ ∈ C(x)\{y}. Then, y′ is a support vertex of status A or B. If
|C(y′)|2, then either (SA ∪{y′})\C(y′) or (SB ∪{y′})\C(y′) is an IDS of T of cardinality
less than i(T ), a contradiction. Hence, deg(y′) = 2. This is true for every child of x.
If sta(w)=A, then let T ′ =T −V (Ty′). If sta(w)=B, then x has a child of status A, and
we let T ′ =T −V (Ty). Since there exists an i(T ′ −x)-set containing a child of x, Lemma 1
implies that x is a type-I vertex in T ′. Thus, from Observation 5, we have i(T ′)= i(T )− 1.
Since S′A and S′B are both IDS of T ′ with |S′A| = |SA| − 1 and |S′B | = |SB | − 1, both S′A and
S′B are i(T ′)-sets. Hence (T ′, S′) is an i-tree. By the inductive hypothesis, (T ′, S′) ∈ I.
Hence, (T ′, S′) ∈ I can be extended to (T , S) by using the operationT2.
Thus we may assume that sta(w) = C. Since SA dominates V, some child of x, say
y′, must have status A. If deg(x)4, then there exists a vertex y′′ ∈ C(x)\{y, y′} such
that sta(y′′) = X. Note that one of y and y′ has status X. Without loss of generality, we
may assume that sta(y′) = X. In this case, we let T ′ = T − V (Ty′). Since there exists an
i(T ′ − x)-set containing y, Lemma 1 implies that x is a type-I vertex in T ′. Thus, we can
use a similar argument as above to show that (T ′, S′) ∈ I can be extended to (T , S) by
using the operationT2.
If deg(x)=3, then let T ′ =T −V (Tx). From Observation 7, i(T ′)= i(T )−2 and hence,
(T ′, S′) is an i-tree. By the inductive hypothesis, (T ′, S′) ∈ I. Thus, (T ′, S′) ∈ I can be
extended to (T , S) by using the operationT5.
Case 2. Every leaf at maximum distance from r is a type-II vertex. Assume that y has
maximum degree among all support vertices at maximum distance from r. Let T ′ = T −
V (Ty), T
′′ = T − V (Tx), and let S′′ be the restriction of S to T ′′.
Note that sta(x) ∈ {A,C}. Furthermore, if deg(x)3, then x has a child that is a leaf or a
support vertex in T ′. It follows that there is an i(T ′ − x)-set containing a child of x. Hence,
if deg(x)3, then x is a type-I vertex in T ′. We consider three possibilities.
Case 2.1. deg(y)3. If sta(x) = C, then (SA ∪ {y})\C(y) is an IDS of T of cardinal-
ity less than i(T ), a contradiction. Hence, sta(x) = A. Let t = deg(y) − 12. The set
(SA ∪ epn(x, SA)∪{y})\N(y) is an IDS of T, and so i(T ) |SA|+ |epn(x, SA)|+ 1− (t +
1)= i(T )+|epn(x, SA)|− t , and so |epn(x, SA)| t . Further, if y′ ∈ epn(x, SA)\{w}, then
y′ must be a leaf of T. It follows that y′ has status B and that x is adjacent to at least t −11
leaves each of which has status B. Let T ∗ be obtained from T by deleting the vertex z and
a leaf adjacent to x. Let S∗ be the restriction of S to T ∗. Since y is a support vertex in T ∗,
y is in some i(T ∗)-set. Thus, Observation 4 implies that (T ∗, S∗) is an i-tree and by our
inductive hypothesis (T ∗, S∗) ∈ I. Since y is a support vertex in T ∗, y is type-I vertex in
T ∗. Furthermore, there exists an i(T ∗ − x)-set containing y, so Lemma 1 implies that x is a
type-I vertex in T ∗. Hence, (T ∗, S∗) can be extended to (T , S) by using the operationT1.
Case 2.2. deg(y)= 2 and sta(x)=A. If deg(x)3, then any child of x different from y is
a leaf or a support vertex and by Observation 12 has status B (since sta(x)=A). Moreover,
x is a type-I vertex in T ′. Thus, if deg(x)3, it follows from Observation 5 that (T ′, S′)
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is an i-tree. By the inductive hypothesis, (T ′, S′) ∈ I. Thus, (T ′, S′) can be extended to
(T , S) by using the operationT2.
Thus assume that deg(x) = 2. Then x is a leaf in T ′. Furthermore, i(T ′) |S′A| = |SA| −
1 = i(T ) − 1. Since any i(T ′)-set can be extended to an i(T )-set by adding to it the vertex
z, it follows that i(T ) i(T ′) + 1. Hence, i(T ) = i(T ′) + 1.
If sta(w) = B, then S′A and S′B are both i(T ′)-sets, and so (T ′, S′) is an i-tree. By the
inductive hypothesis, (T ′, S′) ∈ I. If x is a type-II vertex in T ′, then there is an i(T ′−x)-set
I ′ of cardinality i(T ′) − 1. But then I ′ ∪ {y} is an IDS of T with cardinality i(T ) − 1, a
contradiction. Thus, x is a type-I vertex in T ′. Hence, (T ′, S′) can be extended to (T , S) by
using the operationT2.
Assume that sta(w)=C (and still deg(x)= 2). If w has a neighbor different from x with
status A, then i(T −x) |SA\{x}|= i(T )−1, contradicting the fact that x is a type-I vertex
of T. Hence, w ∈ epn(x, SA), that is, N(w) ∩ SA = {x}. Note that (SA\{x, z}) ∪ {w} is an
IDS of T ′′. Let D = (DA,DB,DC), where DA = (SA\{x, z}) ∪ {w}, DB = SB\{y}, and
DC = SC\{w}. Then |DA| = |SA| − 1 = i(T ) − 1 and |DB | = |SB | − 1 = i(T ) − 1. By
Observation 6, i(T ) = i(T ′′) + 1. Therefore, D is a weak partition of V (T ′′) such that DA
and DB are both i(T ′′)-sets. Thus, (T ′′,D) is an i-tree, and by the inductive hypothesis,
(T ′′,D) ∈ I. Moreover, epn(w,DA)=∅ in T ′′. Hence, (T ′′,D) can be extended to (T , S)
by using the operationT4.
Case 2.3. deg(y)= 2 and sta(x)=C. Then x is not a support vertex. Since SA dominates
V, the vertex x has a neighbor of status A. Since sta(x) = C, every child of x is a support
vertex (and has status A or B) and therefore, by our choice of the vertex y, has degree two.
If x has a neighbor different from y of status B, then (T ′, S′) is an i-tree. By the inductive
hypothesis, (T ′, S′) ∈ I. And since deg(x)3, x is a type-I vertex in T ′. Hence, (T ′, S′)
can be extended to (T , S) using operation T2. Therefore assume that x does not have a
neighbor of status B different from y. Hence, either deg(x) = 2 and sta(w) = A or every
child of x except y has status A.
If deg(x)4, then let T ∗ = T − V (Ty′) where y′ ∈ C(x)\{y} and S∗ be the restriction
of S to T ∗. Then, by Observation 5, i(T ∗) = i(T ) − 1, implying that (T ∗, S∗) is an i-tree.
By the inductive hypothesis, (T ∗, S∗) ∈ I. Since x is a type-I vertex in T ∗, (T ∗, S∗) ∈ I
can be extended to (T , S) by using the operationT2.
Assume then that deg(x) = 3. If sta(w) = C, then Observation 7 implies that (T ′′, S′′)
is an i-tree. By the inductive hypothesis, (T ′′, S′′) ∈ I, and so (T ′′, S′′) can be extended
to (T , S) by using the operation T5. If sta(w) = X, then let T ∗ = T − V (Ty∗), where
y∗ ∈ C(x) and sta(y∗) = X (possibly, y∗ = y). Let S∗ = S ∩ V (T ∗). Again, (T ∗, S∗) is an
i-tree and x is a type-I vertex in T ∗. Thus, (T ∗, S∗) ∈ I can be extended to (T , S) by using
the operationT2.
If deg(x) = 2, then sta(w) = A and Observation 6 implies that (T ′′, S′′) is an i-tree. By
the inductive hypothesis, (T ′′, S′′) ∈ I. Thus, (T ′′, S′′) ∈ I can be extended to (T , S) by
using the operationT3. 
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